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➢Why functions are useful

➢ Organization → As programs grow in complexity, having all the code live inside

the main() function becomes increasingly complicated. A function is almost like a

mini-program that we can write separately from the main program, without

having to think about the rest of the program while we write it. This allows us to

reduce a complicated program into smaller, more manageable chunks, which

reduces the overall complexity of our program.

➢ Reusability → Once a function is written, it can be called multiple times from

within the program. This avoids duplicated code (“Don’t Repeat Yourself”) and

minimizes the probability of copy/paste errors. Functions can also be shared with

other programs, reducing the amount of code that must be written from scratch

(and retested) each time.
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➢Why functions are useful

➢ Testing → Because functions reduce code redundancy, there’s less code to test in

the first place. Also, because functions are self-contained, once we’ve tested a

function to ensure it works, we don’t need to test it again unless we change it.

➢ Extensibility → When we need to extend our program to handle a case it didn’t

handle before; functions allow us to make the change in one place and have that

change take effect every time the function is called.

➢ Abstraction→ In order to use a function, you only need to know its name, inputs,

outputs, and where it lives. You don’t need to know how it works, or what other

code it’s dependent upon to use it. This lowers the amount of knowledge required

to use other people’s code (including everything in the standard library).
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➢Functions Scope Variables

➢ Function parameters, as well as variables defined inside the function body, are

called local variables

In this lesson, we’ll look at some properties of local variables in more detail

#include <iostream.h>
int add(int x, int y) // function parameters x and y are local variables
{

return x+y;
}
int main()
{

cout<<add(3,4)<<endl;
return 0;

}
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➢Local variable lifetime

int add(int x, int y)                  // function parameters x and y are initialized
{

return x+y;
}                                                //  x and y destroyed here

➢ Much like a person’s lifetime is defined to be the time between their birth and

death, an object’s lifetime is defined to be the time between its creation and

destruction.
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➢Local scope
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➢Local scope
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➢Example
#include <iostream>

int add(int x, int y)
{

return x + y;
}

int multiply(int z, int w)
{

return z * w;
}

int main()
{

cout << add(4, 5) << endl; 
cout << multiply(2, 3) << endl;       
cout << add(1 + 2, 3 * 4) << endl; 

int a = 5;
cout << add(a, a) << std::endl; 
cout << add(1, multiply(2, 3)) << endl; 
cout << add(1, add(2, 3)) << endl; 
return 0;

}
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➢Forward declarations and definitions
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➢Forward declarations and definitions (cont.)
In fact, it doesn’t compile at all! Visual Studio produces an error:

➢ The reason this program doesn’t compile is because the compiler compiles the

contents of code files sequentially. When the compiler reaches the function call to

add on line 5 of main, it doesn’t know what add is, because we haven’t defined

add until line 9! That produces the error, identifier not found.

To solve this 
problem

Option 1 Option 2
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➢Option 1: Reorder the function definitions
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➢Option 2: Use a forward declaration
❑ A forward declaration allows us to tell the compiler about the existence of an

identifier before defining the identifier.
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➢Example Write the program that ask the user to print shift left or shift 

right to any number depending on your choice. 
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